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Introduction
Unit One is a single examination and candidates answer six questions and there are 53
marks available in total. Of the 53 raw marks available, up to 3 marks are awarded for
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar. Candidates are expected to show knowledge and
coherent understanding of the key individual, societies, events, developments and issues
of the selected period. Candidates must also show knowledge and understanding of the key
features and characteristics of the specified period.
Examiners were impressed by the way in which many candidates were able to use the
specified sources and offer evaluation. However, some candidates fell foul of the perennial
examination issues by not reading questions carefully and sometimes drifting away from a
question’s focus.
In terms of future implications for teaching, candidates need to be able to apply knowledge
more readily when approaching the source evaluation question. Moreover, they need to be
able to bring additional knowledge to the specified points in the final question.
Comments on the 2016 Paper
2016 is the second year of the strengthened 5HA01/01 paper and examiners reported that
candidates showed improved performance on the new question styles. However, the new
styles did nevertheless, offer some challenges to certain candidates.
The approach to individual questions is considered in the reports on each separate item.
Some of the comments in the report have been made many times in the past. A general
summary of issues raised by examiners is given below:
•

Candidates must look carefully at the wording of questions. This is a truism, but
frequently this year; candidates seem to have focused on one word or a phrase and then
ignored the key question word. Perhaps the most fitting example of this was the way in
which many candidates ignored the word ‘reasons’ in Q3.

•

If dates and names are given in a question, they are there for guidance and should
act as a trigger for recall. Too many candidates ignored the dates/confused names and
wasted time including irrelevant material.

•

Many candidates failed to answer Question 4. It is difficult to offer reasons why this
should have happened.

•

Marks are awarded for SPaG, based on the response in Q6 and hence candidates need to
ensure care in this aspect of the examination.

•

I can only reiterate the point made last year about accuracy. Specifically, as has been
pointed out in previous reports for 5HA01, it is dispiriting to see the continuing confusion
with Nagy-Dubcek, Khrushchev-Gorbachev, Berlin in all its temporal appearances
(despite its appearance in Q6 with precise dates), the ubiquity and immortality of
Stalin as the leader of the USSR and Afghanistan as an oil-rich nation. Strangely, the
chronology of US presidents does seem to be more readily understood.
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Question 1
The inclusion of figures in the extract helped candidates identify two points, but as with last
year more able candidates tended to confuse their response by seeking to put the points in
their own words rather than taking them directly from the source.
As with last year, it should be noted that some candidates wrote too much: this might have
disadvantaged them later on in the paper.

Examiner Comments

This candidate produced a full answer so much
so that the first sentence scored two marks,
mentioning the secret police and numbers
executed and imprisoned. The second point is
accurate.
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Examiner Tip

If a candidate is concerned that insufficient
information has been mined in this question,
the addition of a further sentence is wise the time taken to do so is perhaps only 30
seconds.

Two reasons are offered - secret police and number executed.

Examiner Comments

Amplification is not required here and hence this scores 2 marks.
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Question 2
Many candidates had no problems in accessing 4 marks for two relevant, developed
statements. However many candidates did not know the topic well and there was
considerable misunderstanding for example of the role of Rakosi. Many candidates believed
the Secret Speech was pertinent presumably after reading Source A. Less able candidates
mined this source for the answers, and as a result scored zero.

Examiner Comments

This response mentions the invasion and amplifies
with detail of tanks and numbers killed. The
second point mentions the removal of Nagy and
then recalls Kadar as hard-line thus securing the
second mark.
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Examiner Tip

The response was awarded full marks.

Question 3
There was a clear improvement in performance by candidates in this question. Many
candidates understood how to tackle this question well, discussing utility through source
content, nature, origin and purpose and adding relevant information, typically Gorbachev’s
reforms, arms limitations such as INF, and Reagan’s anti-Communist pronunciations earlier
in the decade. Most candidates had a good understanding of the sources, although the
admonition concerning the Berlin Wall launched some into unnecessary discussion as to
its history and subsequent fall. Most candidates were able to handle nature, origin and
purpose issues confidently although some need to beware the learnt response, generalised
comments about reliability, utility etc. without referring to the specific sources under
consideration. Very few candidates ignored the sources. Too many however are quick to call
a source useless, even when they then go on to explain why it is in fact useful.
Some candidates spent time comparing the two sources; there is no imperative to do this.
Some examiners noted that reliability was addressed rather than utility and wondered if this
was a result of the question style in Unit 3.
As with last year, it was surprising the number of candidates who used the word ‘unuseful’.
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Examiner Comments

This response looks at the content and context
of both sources as well as their nature, origin
and provenance. There is a clear focus on the
demands of the question and knowledge is
applied carefully. It meets the criteria for Level
Three.
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Examiner Tip

Ensure the question is read carefully - and
apply knowledge carefully and precisely.

Question 4 (a)
Some candidates sought to reverse engineer their response by stating it was the Soviet
version of NATO, describe NATO and say this was also how the Warsaw Pact worked. Some
candidates did discuss the entry of FRG into NATO as a major factor in the formation of the
Warsaw Pact. Some responses did identify the Pact as the work of Khrushchev.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate develops two points clearly and shows good
recall, meeting the criteria for a top level response. The
response is direct and sharply focused.
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Question 4 (b)
Less able candidates inevitably confused the Prague Spring reforms with the Hungarian
uprising of 1956, conflating events and individuals of 1956 and 1968.
Many stronger candidates had impressive knowledge of the Prague Spring however and
comparatively few wrote simple statements.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate offers points and develops them, moving readily
into Level 2. Though the Brezhnev Doctrine is anticipated, there
is accuracy via Bratislava. Incorrect spellings are not penalised
here - Q6 is the only question which has marks for SPaG.
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Question 5
This was answered much more confidently than last year, with greater focus on the event
and its importance. Where candidates did not specifically use the word importance, they did
imply this with words such as significance or demonstrating importance through explanation.
Many candidates stated the importance through the details of the events and relatively few
just wrote about the events themselves without discussing importance in any form. The
weakest candidates tended not to know what the events were or confused them. This was
particularly the case with the Helsinki Accords; some candidates confused them with the
Helsinki Conference of the 1980s but many did not know them at all so adopted the catch-all
that they must be about getting rid of nuclear weapons and/or making the world a happier
place. On the other hand, there was impressive detailed knowledge of the Carter Doctrine
and its importance which many candidates displayed (apart from oil-rich Afghanistan). The
Marshall Plan was sometimes confused with the Truman Doctrine, while less able candidates
tended not to have specific knowledge about the Potsdam Conference and it was surprising
to see some candidates who thought it was about opening a second front against the Nazis
or that the atom bombs were used against Japan during the talks.
As in 2015, there were some candidates who thought that their three choices had to be
somehow linked together, or prioritised in terms of importance when this is not the case –
the events should be treated discretely and do not need to be compared in any way. Once
again, this is an issue of reading the question carefully. Moreover, some candidates clearly
wasted time in adopting this approach.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate focuses on the importance for
international relations and sees change. Recall is
excellent and there is a directness to the answer.
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Examiner Tip

Ensure that the answer deals with
importance for international relations,
not just importance - this can lead to
description and a drift away from the
demands of the question.

Question 6
This question is the test of the best candidates. Many knew how to answer the question,
and could attain sound Level Three by referring solely to the two bullet points. The refugee
crisis was very well known, but there was a tendency simply to describe the construction
of the Wall. Often therefore candidates wrote one explanation and one description. More
able candidates tended to write about the summits as an additional explanation, although
not all were able to demonstrate their relevance to Berlin and tended to generalise
about international relations between the superpowers in the years 1958 to 1963 (which
gave some an opportunity to bring in their knowledge of the Cuban Missile crisis, but
unfortunately it is not credited here). The best candidates wrote convincingly of how the
Wall defused tensions despite the Checkpoint Charlie standoff and Kennedy’s 1963 visit to
Berlin.
Many candidates therefore could explain three reasons.
Less able candidates often generalised about Berlin as a centre of international intrigue
and described the Wall and the fate of those attempting to cross it. There was a common
misunderstanding that the construction of the Wall led to the Berlin Blockade and Airlift
(or perhaps candidates saw this as their opportunity to tell all they knew about this topic).
Perhaps, more topically, many candidates also saw the refugee crisis in contemporary terms
of people seeking a better life in the West particularly the USA, who did not want them and
would if possible, send them back. Many candidates saw the Berlin Crisis in the sense of
overcrowding and poverty as a result of so many migrants being stuck there.
SPaG
Comments about SPaG are similar to those made last year.
In most answers, SPaG generally attracted 2 or 3 marks. Technical terms were usually
spelled correctly; work was grouped into paragraphs with appropriate punctuation.
Inevitably perhaps, where the response was poor SPaG was often less successful. Once
again, examiners reported that it was heartening to see a reduction in the frequency of
‘would of’, ‘could of’ and ‘majorly’.
It should be noted that – when a candidate fails to answer Question 6, nothing can be
awarded for SPaG and thus the candidate has no access to 16 marks – some 30% of the
paper’s marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response looks at the specified points and
introduces own knowledge and focuses clearly on
the question. There is explanation and attempts to
link and prioritise.
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Examiner Tip

This met the criteria for Level 4.
SPaG was awarded a High Performance.
Look carefully at any specified dates.
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Examiner Comments

This answer looks at the stated points, introduces own
knowledge, links and makes a judgement. It was placed in Level
4 despite not having been finished.
SPaG was awarded at High Performance.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

Candidates must ensure questions are read carefully.

•

Most questions are brief and thus command words, topic words and names and dates
are critical.

•

Precision is required in all answers.

•

Spelling, punctuation and grammar are critical ingredients of the final answer and assist
in the acquisition of more marks. Candidates must again ensure they focus on the
various demands of Q6. There are 16 marks available here.

•

Time must be used effectively. Low tariff questions should not be given a
disproportionate amount of time.

•

If dates and names are given in the question then these are guides and aids which
should be used appropriately.

•

Understanding chronology is crucial and in most instances, questions will only ask for
an analysis of a brief period. It is not asking too much that candidates learn the correct
sequence of events.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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